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Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked. The book ranges widely across the field, dealing separately and in detail with not only classic genres - including the Western, the
musical, the war film, the gangster film, and ...
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond: Amazon.co.uk: Barry ...
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked.
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond by Barry Langford
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked.
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond - Barry Langford - Google ...
A comprehensive introduction, Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked. The book ranges widely across the field, dealing separately and in detail with not only classic
genres - including the Western, the musical, the war ...
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond | Oxfam GB | Oxfam’s ...
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked. The book ranges widely across the field, dealing separately and in detail with not only classic genres - including the Western, the
musical, the war film, the gangster film, and film noir - but also more recent trends such as ...
Film Genre - Edinburgh University Press
Until the publication of a recent anthology (Tasker, 2004), relatively little has been written about action film as a genre: the notable exceptions, the studies by Tasker (1993) and Jeffords (1994), focus specifically on constructions of masculinity in the high-octane male action films of the 1980s and early
1990s.
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond on JSTOR
Film Genre Hollywood and Beyond - Free ebook download as PDF File (.pdf), Text File (.txt) or view presentation slides online. Scribd is the world's largest social reading and publishing site.
Film Genre Hollywood and Beyond - Scribd
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked.
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond - Ebook PDF
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked. The book ranges widely across the field, dealing separately and in detail with not only classic genres - including the Western, the
musical, the war film, the gangster film, and film noir - but also more recent trends such as ...
Amazon.com: Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond ...
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked. The book ranges widely across the field, dealing separately and in detail with not only classic genres - including the Western, the
musical, the war film, the gangster film, and ...
John Smith's - Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond
Get this from a library! Film genre : Hollywood and beyond. [Barry Langford] -- Langford provides a comprehensive account of genre history and contemporary trends in Hollywood and global cinema alongside the critical debates they have provoked.
Film genre : Hollywood and beyond (Book, 2005) [WorldCat.org]
TY - BOOK. T1 - Film Genre. T2 - Hollywood and Beyond. AU - Langford, Barry. PY - 2005/6. Y1 - 2005/6. M3 - Book. SN - 0748619038. BT - Film Genre. PB - Edinburgh University Press
Film Genre - Research - Royal Holloway, University of London
Alongside concepts of authorship, gender and national identity, genre has been one of the main categories within film studies to make sense of cinematic texts and their reception among audiences. This conference offers an opportunity to postgraduates and early career researchers to extend the
borders of genre theory beyond Hollywood.
Genre beyond hollywood | Film | University of Southampton
Film Genre presents a thoroughgoing historical analysis, addressing the history of film production, the history of style, the history of individual genres and the history of genre criticism for each Film International The author offers a hugely impressive yet concise account of genre theory, cycles and
contemporary reportage - from Hollywood and beyond!
Film genre : Hollywood and beyond (Book, 2005) [WorldCat.org]
scobuss.whatworksforchildren.org.uk
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Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked. The book ranges widely across the field, dealing separately and in detail with not only classic genres - including the Western, the
musical, the war film, the gangster film, and ...
0748619038 - Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond by Langford ...
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond by Barry Langford (9780748619030)
Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond | Barry Langford ...
Description Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked.
Film Genre : Hollywood and Beyond - Book Depository
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This book provides a detailed account of genre history and contemporary trends in film genre, alongside the critical debates they have provoked.
Barry Langford explains and interrogates the concept of postclassical Hollywood cinema - its coherence, historical justification, and value in helping or hindering our understanding of Hollywood from the forties to today. Merging film history together with movies' social and political dimensions and
Hollywood's distinctive methods of storytelling, Post-Classical Hollywood charts key critical debates and the histories they interpret, while offering its own account of the post-classical. Post-Classical Hollywood offers new perspective on the most enduringly fascinating artform of our age.
Genre and Hollywood provides a comprehensive introduction to the study of genre. In this important new book, Steve Neale discusses all the major concepts, theories and accounts of Hollywood and genre, as well as the key genres which theorists have written about, from horror to the Western. He
also puts forward new arguments about the importance of genre in understanding Hollywood cinema. Neale takes issue with much genre criticism and genre theory, which has provided only a partial and misleading account of Hollywood's output. He calls for broader and more flexible conceptions of
genre and genres, for more attention to be paid to the discourses and practices of Hollywood itself, for the nature and range of Hollywood's films to be looked at in more detail, and for any assessment of the social and cultural significance of Hollywood's genres to take account of industrial factors. In
detailed, revisionist accounts of two major genres - film noir and melodrama - Neale argues that genre remains an important and productive means of thinking about both New and old Hollywood, its history, its audiences and its films.
This book takes as its focus film stars from the past and present, from Hollywood, its margins and beyond and analyzes them through a close consideration of their films and the variety of contexts in which they worked. Essays spread the net wide, looking at past stars from Rosalind Russell and
Charlton Heston to present-day stars including Sandra Bullock, Jackie Chan and Jim Carrey, as well as those figures who have earned a certain film star cachet such as Prince, and the martial artist Cynthia Rothrock.
Schatz analyzes the studio system and tells what film genres mean in a general and theoretical way. Describing some important movie genres in Hollywood's "Golden Era", -- the Western, the gangster film, detective movies, screwball comedies, the musical and the family melodrama -- he surveys
selected films and the work of directors associated with them.
The profound influence of the Hollywood musical across geographical and cultural boundaries has long been neglected. This original collection of essays seeks to initiate a new critical debate by approaching classic Hollywood films from perspectives such as 'musicology'. Broadening the scope of
previous studies, this volume also examines the manner in which European cinema appropriated the musical to create new meanings. It provides an innovative reading of the influence of the musical on youth culture, and its endorsement in modern dance movies and the music video. The volume
covers the themes of: • Music and Structure • Classical Hollywood Musical Cinematic Practice • Star Texts • European Musical Forms • Minority Identities • Youth Cultures This is an entertaining and valuable text for students on degree courses in Film and Music. Thought-provoking and authoritative,
it will also be a welcome resource for those researching and teaching in the area.
Through close readings of films by U.S. filmmakers such as Quentin Tarantino, David Lynch, Errol Morris, Todd Haynes, and Joel and Ethan Coen, Hollywood Hybrids studies provocative, disorienting strategies of genre mixing in contemporary cinema. The book also explores foreign parallels to U.S.
hybrid cinema in films by such directors as Pedro Almodovar (Spain) and Stephen Chow (Hong Kong). Hollywood Hybrids regards genre mixing as a key creative interest motivating major filmmakers around the globe.
Rethinking Genre in Contemporary Global Cinema offers a unique, wide-ranging exploration of the intersection between traditional modes of film production and new, transitional/transnational approaches to film genre and related discourses in a contemporary, global context. This volume’s
content—the films, genres, and movements explored, as well as methodologies used in their analysis—is diverse and, crucially, up-to-date with contemporary film-making practice and theory. Significantly, the collection extends existing scholarly discourse on film genre beyond its historical bias towards
a predominant focus on Hollywood cinema, on the one hand, and a tendency to treat “other” national cinemas in isolation and/or as distinct systems of production, on the other. In view of the ever-increasing globalisation and transnational mediation of film texts and screen media and culture
worldwide, the book recognises the need for film genre studies and film genre criticism to cast a broader, indeed global, scope. The collection thus rethinks genre cinema as a transitional, cross-cultural, and increasingly transnational, global paradigm of film-making in diverse contexts.
Substantially revised and updated, this book highlights how Hollywood has transformed itself to attain ever global clout and reach and the material factors underlining Hollywood's apparent artistic success. Takes into consideration recent events affecting Hollywood such as 9/11, US foreign policy and
developments in consumer technology.
On melodrama.
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